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Celebrating exam success!

A Level Success 
Russell achieved

4 A*s and 1 A
and is studying physics at

Oxford University
Russell says: “I’m feeling pretty good and
over the moon with my results. I’d like to do
a PhD, and then perhaps go into lecturing or
make documentaries about physics.”
Russell was also awarded a

Marshall Wace Bursary

A Level Results

76% A*-C
47% A*-B

GCSE Success 
Yasir is celebrating with 

6 A*s and 4 As
and is studying at Ark 6th Form East Sussex. 



Choosing a school with your child is a nerve-racking
time, the next stage of their academic journey is an
important one. You want to be sure they are happy, in
a safe environment, challenged academically and have
access to extra-curricular activities to develop them
into a well-rounded adult.

Ark William Parker is an all-inclusive boys academy -
where we strive for high standards, helping every
student to reach their full potential and preparing
them for university or a career of their choice. We aim
to provide an excellent all-round education where
students feel they belong and can develop
academically, socially and emotionally.

Our students have access to excellent sports, music
and arts facilities - as well as football, rugby and
cricket pitches, we have a competition standard
athletics complex and as a school we are proud of our
many sporting achievements.

I would like to invite you to come and visit us during
our open mornings, to see what we have on offer
here at Ark William Parker and to meet our talented
students and our dedicated and supportive teachers.

In the meantime, here’s a taste of life and successes
at our academy.

Jane Fletcher
Regional Director
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Welcome

Celebrating exam
success!

Aaron

Aaron is an avid Arsenal fan and is considering a career as a Sports
journalist or in computer programming. He says:
‘If I was to pick any job it would be a sports journalist because I am a
big sports fan, except I’m not very good at it. I enjoy writing and
apparently my writing is good.’
In his time at Ark William Parker, Aaron credits his teachers and their
support in preparing him for his exams:
‘Overall, I think the support and the amount of revision sessions
available was very good. Every week there were sessions and during
half term there was extra support and help if we needed it. They also
gave us lots of tips and tried to ease us into it. They didn’t want us to
worry; they calmed everyone down to make it as smooth as possible.’
‘The best time I had at school was the Spanish trip to Barcelona in Year 10
for a week. I improved my language skills and experienced life in Spain.’

GCSE Success 
Aaron is celebrating with 

2A*s, 5As, 2Bs
Aaron says: “I’ve always enjoyed
school there hasn’t been any bad
times. Everyday there has 
been something fun and 
I’ve enjoyed it.”

GCSE Success 
Adam is celebrating with 

7A*s, 2As, 1B, 1C
This summer, Adam was awarded
the opportunity of a lifetime and
went on an all-expenses-paid trip to
Canada. The 3 week expedition with
Outward Bound Canada is sponsored
by the Stuart Horne Trust.
Adam, along with five other Ark
students, took part in programmes
which used the challenges and
inspiration of the natural environment - rivers, lakes, mountains and
oceans - to bring out the best in everyone.
Adam is continuing his studies at Ark 6th Form East Sussex.

A Level Success 
Tyler is celebrating with 

1A*, 2As
Studying Veterinary Medicine at
Nottingham University.
Awarded a Marshall Wace Bursary
from Ark and a Magdalen and Lasher
Bursary to help with his expenses.
A veterinary degree wasn’t the path
Tyler originally had in mind, but that
all changed when he joined Ark 6th
Form. He says: “When I began
college I wanted to be on the West
End. I started off doing drama, but studying biology and chemistry at A
Level made me realise how much I actually enjoyed science.”
Tyler says that without his teachers he may not have applied in the first
place: “Without them I don’t think I would have tried for Veterinary
Medicine. I thought that it wasn’t worth bothering.”

”

“
A few words from our Year 8
students
At Ark William Parker we have amazing facilities,
whether that’s sport, science, maths or food tech. 
We even have a library with six computers to do
homework. We have a gymnastics centre with a
spring floor, a foam pit where there is a trampoline
track and a spring track, we also have an indoor
football area. We even have an athletics track, long
jump and sand pits along with other things to do with
athletics. There are many after school clubs that you
can attend including: athletics, football, basketball
and many more. There are different teams for sport
which you can join, but remember to try your hardest
to get in. 
All the teachers are very supportive and will help you
as much as they can to get to the best level. 



Top mathematicians from Ark William
Parker Academy achieved great success and
were presented with three silver and 2
bronze certificates from the UK Maths
Trust. 

Ten Year 7 students, from the Academy,
took part in the Junior Maths Challenge
along with some 250,000 other Year 7s and
Year 8s from around the country. 

The Ark William Parker students performed
brilliantly and achieved numerous awards,
putting them in the top twentieth
percentile of Key Stage 3 mathematicians in
the country.

Teacher Lawrence Smallman said, “I’m

extremely proud of our students. The UK
Maths Challenge is a serious competition
that demands serious mathematical ability.
The fact that half our entrants were
awarded these prestigious silver and gold
awards - when half the entrants are a
whole year older than our boys - shows
that Ark William Parker has some real
talent coming through the school. I can’t
wait to see how they perform in next year’s
competition.”

The UK Mathematics Trust is a registered
charity whose aim is to advance the
education of children and young people
through national competitions and
enrichment activities. 

A phenomenal achievement

On Tuesday 21st June, Ark William Parker students
represented the academy at the Ark Mega Maths
Wrangle. A team maths competition for students
across the Ark network at the London Metropolitan
University. The competition combined
mathematical, communication and teamwork skills
and offered students another way to express and
develop their enjoyment of mathematics. 
Teacher Mr Smallman said, “We came second but more importantly, the
way the boys behaved was absolutely amazing - real gentlemen, gracious in
defeat and modest in victory. Our overall averages were amazing, it was
just unfortunate that Ark Globe Academy had a couple of super-stars.”
As part of the Ark network of schools, students at Ark William Parker have the opportunity
to be involved in a whole host of exciting extra-curricular activities. Highlights include
network-wide sports events, performing for packed crowds at Ark’s annual Music Gala and
Shakespeare’s School Festival.

Maths Wrangle - we came 2nd!
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Students lead
assemblies at local
primary schools 
As part of the Year 10 Citizenship
project on raising awareness of an
issue, 5 students led assemblies for
Key Stage 1 at Ark Little Ridge and
Ark Blacklands primary schools. The
students informed pupils on the
charity organisation Poverty Health
Action.
During the assemblies the pupils
were asked what jobs they would like
to do: some of them wanted to be
policemen, teachers, actors and of
course the most popular job was to
become a footballer. The pupils were
surprised when told that in some
countries young people do not live
beyond 5 years of age and this was
due to poor health, water and
medicine.

Hastings Primary
Town Sports Day
Our students were involved in
running the Primary Town Sports that
was held at Ark William Parker on
Wednesday 22nd June. They were a
fantastic credit to the school and
provided everyone watching with an
example of what outstanding
students we do have at the school.
This was a great opportunity for our
students to gain some valuable
leadership experience.



As part of Ark William Parker’s developing
work as a Church of England school it has
been the Academy’s aim to develop links
with Church of England primary schools. 
So this academic year we have invited the
primary schools to participate in events led
and organised by students at Ark William
Parker. 
On the 23rd June, forty two pupils and staff
from St Leonards CEP Academy participated
in a day of PE, food technology and music.
The students had a packed day using our
facilities; one group were lucky enough to
try out the foam pit, which was the
highlight of their day, making some of the
others a little jealous. 
Year 10 CoPE students organised the day
and in order to do this they had to speak to
Mr Olorunda about cover implications and
which staff and subjects it would be best to
utilise. The boys were also involved in
ensuring all risk assessments were
completed, they each then led a team of
pupils with support from sixth form RE
ambassadors.

At one point some of the Year 5 girls were
talking about the day and commented
‘wouldn’t it be good if we could come to
Parker’ - diplomatically our Year 10 student
explained that Ark Helenswood have similar
facilities.
The day went very well and the staff and
children had a really great time.
It is hoped that next year we will continue
our relationships with the Church of
England primaries and invite them to our
liturgies and other such events.

Fun links with primary schools
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A selection of Year 9 students took part in
the third event of the Be The Change
course. This is a series of events run by
Humanutopia and Be The Change which
helps young people to understand what
positive changes they need to make in
order to realise their aspirations and what
qualities are required to be successful in
business and the workplace. Students
were encouraged to think about their
future and initiate some form of change.
This stage involved the students taking
part in a workplace visit to the University
of Brighton, Hastings campus for a tour
and some activities.

Be the Change

Ark Little Ridge
Sports Day
Ark Little Ridge primary school held
their sports day on 28th June at the
Ark William Parker track. 
This was the perfect opportunity for
a group of our Year 9 students to
undertake leadership activities with
one of our local primary schools.
They were involved in running the
sports day and feedback from the
school about their help was fantastic.

Glue sticks and scissors
to write poetry?
On Wednesday 13th July, a group of
Year 8 boys experienced an unusual
way of writing poetry in a session led by
local performance poet Lucas Howard.
Students listened to Mr Howard
perform a selection of his poems
before embarking on an activity
inspired by Dada. 
Using magazines, scissors and glue
sticks, students selected words at
random and then used them as stimulus
to create their own free form poem. 
Mr Howard has invited the students to
email their poems to him and he will
select the winning poem. The student
will then be invited to perform their
poem at the Hastings Fringe Festival.
The poem below was written during
the Poetry Live session. 

Products persuade promotion
Invade our thoughts to
Enslave the hideous ways 
In which we behave
Surprise we make it size, 
full of lies
it flies
in which disguise.

Harry Parris, Year 8



A variety of inspirational works filled the main hall
at Ark William Parker in the last week of term.
The exhibition, which included work from GCSE
and A Level courses, was a true celebration of
what students at our school are capable of.
During the open evening, which was attended by
students, parents and other guests, prizes were
awarded to students who demonstrated a high
level of dedication throughout their arts and
design courses.
Sarah Matthews, Art and Design teacher, said
“This year it is apparent that students have
attempted work which takes them out of their
comfort zones, experimenting with new ideas that
we haven’t seen in the show before. This is what
makes being an art teacher such a rewarding
experience.”
“I am personally very excited about the promise
that Year 10 art students are showing at this early
stage. We included quite a lot of work from them
in the show, as their work is of such a high
standard.”

Art Exhibition 2016
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On the afternoon of Monday 11th July and
14th July, students from our Academy
invited pupils from Ark Blacklands and Ark
Little Ridge to participate in our ‘School
Stomp.’ This is a sponsored walk, around
the school field, to raise funds and
awareness of a charity called ‘Health
Poverty Action.’ This organisation is being
supported by all the Ark Hastings
Academies and further details of the work
it does can be found at
www.healthpovertyaction.org.
On the day, students and staff from Ark
William Parker helped motivate the pupils
to participate and ‘Stomp’. 
Our students had done much of the
preparation work for these events as part
of their Citizenship qualifications including
leading assemblies to inform the young
pupils about why they were completing the
Stomp. 

The weather was glorious on both days
meaning that the pupils completed the
walks in record times. 
In the Autumn term Ark William Parker will
lead their Stomp and it is hoped that
collectively the joint venture will raise over
£2000 in total.

Stomp for Health Poverty Action



Team in 2nd place at
Crystal Palace
Congratulations to our athletics team
who came 2nd at the Ark Sports day.
Students from Years 7, 8 and 9
represented the school at the event
which was held at the Crystal Palace
National Sports Centre.
Ark William Parker joined forces with
Ark Helenswood to make a combined
team which competed against 11
other schools from the Ark network.
There were some excellent
performances from the students who
each competed in one track and one
field event. 
Our team finished 2nd place to Ark
Academy who have now won the
event for the past 3 years.
Congratulations go to our students
who represented the school in an
exceptional manner.

July 11th saw Ark William Parker celebrate its 94th annual
commemoration in remembrance of the schools founder 
Rev. William Parker, former rector of All Saints.  
Our school is close to reaching the milestone of 400 years;
1619 was the year that William Parker established the
foundation to educate boys in Hastings. This commemoration
was poignant as the current rector of All Saints is moving
onto a new parish in the area and this was his last service at
All Saints. 
During the service we had interludes of music led by Jonathan
Willows who was also attending his last commemoration as
music coordinator for the school. There were performances
by Yafet Okabet on piano, Milo Moody and Hamza Husain on
violins and Vinnie Dominey playing guitar. The readings
included a key message chosen by the students as part of
developing the Christian message of the school.
In light of the fact that 2019 is our 400th anniversary - we
would like to invite former students to join the alumnus
organisation in order to prepare for the celebrations.
https://networks.futurefirst.org.uk/former-student/williamparker

94th Commemoration

Seth’s work has been chosen this time around due to its
evident level of ingenuity. Seth is obsessed with graphic
novels and has created some fantastic photography by
incorporating characters into the project based on ‘food’.
He is currently researching the urban artist ‘Slinkachu’. The
work includes small scale figures that have been placed into
an everyday environment to create narrative amongst a
more surreal backdrop.

Mrs Matthews, Art Teacher

Artist of the Month - 
Seth Atherton Year 10
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Hastings Town Sports 
Year 7 and Year 10 won the annual
Town Sports event held at the Ark
William Parker athletics track.
Students competed against all the
local secondary school in a range of
track and field events. 
Year 7 athletes won the 4x100m relay
and Year 10 athletes won 4x100
relay. Year 8 had to deal with a
couple of injuries and this meant they
finished in 6th place and Year 9 in 8th
position. 
Well done boys!



Technology - 
It’s changed the world
No one is out. Everyone is in their
invisible pods. Why doesn’t anyone
socialise anymore? It’s all technology:
time portals; phones; Virtual Reality
rooms; everything’s just technology.
Robots are malfunctioning and
hurting people. We’ve got to do
something about it. I miss the human
teachers; now they’re robots. People
try to time travel or hover away but
they always get caught. I wish that
technology was never invented. It’s
changed the world. I bet we’ll be
extinct soon. The human population
is decreasing every day...

Liam Tibbutt, Year 9 

Villiers Park
Celebration
Three of our students won the Mike
Baker Scholar of the Year award at
the Villiers Park celebration event on
the 6th July at the Hastings Academy.
The event celebrated the
achievements of students on the
Scholars Programme and was hosted,
this year, by two Ark 6th Form Year
13 students. Notable successes for
Ark William Parker Academy was
Noah Palombo (Year 10), Matthew
Browning (Year 12) and Russell Reid
(Year 13); they all won the Mike
Baker Scholar of the Year award,
which was William Parker’s best ever
result.

On Thursday 30th June Year 10 Villiers Park
Scholars from four local schools took part in
The Best Ever Festival workshop hosted by
Ark William Parker Academy. The Scholars
explored sociology research into the
purpose and benefits of festivals, how they
were designed and the diversity of festivals
in the UK. Building on theory, the Scholars
then worked in small groups to design their
very own festival based on a demographic
chosen by another group. The highlight of
the day came when they presented their
festival designs to each other, performing
excellently and having full participation
from all involved. Seven Ark WIlliam Parker

Scholars attended the workshop, and their
engagement and feedback was excellent.

The best ever festival!

An excerpt from a
science fiction story by

Liam Tibbutt, 
Year 9
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Ark William Parker Academy is taking part
in a nationwide School Programme
spearheaded by research and training
charity, IGD. The programme gives students
the opportunity to understand how lessons
learnt both in and out of the classroom can
help them as they move into working life.
Last term students in Year 9 participated in
a workshop exploring how subjects can
lead to jobs. On the day we had 5 visiting
speakers deliver a workshop about the food
industry and its impact on the UK
employment and economy.
Our guests were John Foster, Regional
Training Manager at Booker; Andre Brincat,
Store Manager at Marks and Spencer; Peter
Shields, New Business Planning Manager at
Brake; Susan Barrett, CEO at Natures Way
Foods and Fiona Miller, Programme
Manager at IGD.
Susan Barratt, CEO of Natures Way Foods
said, “I thoroughly enjoyed meeting the
students at Ark William Parker, they were
enthusiastic and engaged in the session.
You could see their confidence building as
we worked through the morning, which
was great to witness.”

“I do hope that we inspired some of the
students to consider a career in the food
industry. I wish them all the very best of
luck in the path they choose.”

Advice from business professionals



House Winners 2015 -2016

Saunders 

Budding scientists in Year 7 took on the
challenge of a chicken wing dissection in
order to identify tissues within animal
bodies, successfully defining them as a
group of specialised cells that have a similar

structure and function. The students from
Parker House were most successful finding
the four main types of tissues and many
specialised cell structures including bone,
cartilage and blood cells.

The chicken wing challenge!

Outward Bound in
‘once-in-a-lifetime’
Canada trip
Ark William Parker student Adam
Pearson is celebrating after being
awarded the opportunity of a lifetime
to go on an all-expenses-paid trip to
Canada. The 3 week expedition with
Outward Bound Canada is sponsored
by the Stuart Horne Trust.
Adam, alongside five other Ark
students from across the network, will
be exposed to Canadian universities,
schools and outdoor leadership
programs. The programs use the
challenges and inspiration of the
natural environment - rivers, lakes,
mountains and oceans - to bring out
the best in everyone. The students will
learn outdoor survival and adventure
skills, hike through mountain ranges,
learn to sea kayak and camp. They will
also develop longlasting attributes of
courage, resilience, responsibility,
persistence, integrity, compassion and
the ability to work well with others -
qualities that will last a lifetime. 
Adam said, “I didn’t for one minute
think that I would have been chosen;
it’s such an amazing opportunity, so
when I was picked it felt incredible!”
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A House Event

Sussex University
Five Year 12s attended Sussex
University with Ms Hacon on 17th
June, as part of the Widening
Participation Scheme. The scheme
aims to support students whose
parents did not attend university and
therefore provide them with an insight
into the life of an undergraduate. 
The Sussex Ambassadors, all
undergraduates, provided a tour of the
campus, loads of information about
how to apply for university bursaries
and help with how to choose a course
and institution.
The day was hugely beneficial and had
the extra advantage of a free lunch!



A warm, sunny evening and the beautiful
grounds of the Powder Mills Hotel in Battle
provided the perfect setting for the Ark 6th
Form East Sussex prom. 
Year 13 students, along with staff from Ark
Helenswood and Ark William Parker
Academies, celebrated this annual event in
style. The guests looked stunning in all their

finery; the young ladies in dazzling dresses
and the young men dressed to impress. To
the surprise and amusement of the
students, a peacock who didn't want to
miss out on the fun gatecrashed the event
and displayed all his magnificent finery too. 
The evening was a great success and a
fabulous time was had by all.

Celebrations at the 6th form Prom
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A fantastic evening was celebrated at the
Ark William Parker and Ark Helenswood
Year 11 Prom on a bright and sunny
Thursday evening.  
Students arrived in a dazzling array of
vehicles ranging from vintage cars and
stretch limousines to an old London double
decker bus; other vehicles included
campervans, classic American cars, a
variety of sports cars and a Hummer with a
very noisy motorcycle escort consisting of
trikes and bikes. 
The glamourous young women and
handsome young men were greeted by
very proud staff from both academies. The
girls looked stunning in their beautiful
gowns and the boys were impressive in
their extremely smart attire. The guests
walked up the red carpet to the glittering
venue for an exciting and lively evening of

music and dance. They had great fun with
the photo booth and enjoyed the fantastic
buffet and chocolate fountain. As this very
special evening drew to close the students
were treated to a spectacular firework
display that lit up the night sky.  
Ms Grimmer, Head of Year 11 at Ark
William Parker said “What a great year it’s
been -working with a group of amazing,
hardworking young people. To be invited
to share this wonderful event with them
has been a true privilege; I really do have
the best job in the world! I would like to
wish them all every success and happiness
as they embark on the bright, exciting
times that lay ahead. Many thanks to all
the parents and carers, students and
colleagues from both academies for all
their hard work in helping to create such a
fantastic fun filled celebratory evening.”

A sparkling affair at the Prom



I Met Anger
I met anger,
His face was as red as blood.
Steam was coming out of his ears,
His eyes were bloodshot,
And his mouth was foaming.

He stumbled down the path,
Towards the pub he went.
He drank and drank,
Until he passed out.

He slurred his words. 
He was still furious.
He paused on the street,
Over the road was happiness.
Her face was calm and her eyes
were blue,
Anger stumbled over.
His steaming lips touched her cool
warm lips.
They walked into the distance,
Loved again.

Liam Tibbutt, Year 9

In the summer term, a small group of
excited Year 10 GSCE Spanish students
embarked on their annual trip to Spain. 
The twelve students spent five days in
Barcelona and had the opportunity to
practice their language skills and learn
about Spanish culture. They met Spanish
students when they spent the morning at
a school and later played football and
basketball against them. Many of our
students exchanged email addresses with
their Spanish counterparts.
Our students also had an interesting time
visiting the Nou Camp football stadium,
the Sagrada Família cathedral and Las
Ramblas. 
Down time was spent relaxing by the hotel
swimming pool where they were lucky
enough to see the annual international
European singing competition, that was
taking place during their stay. 
All the students were very sad to leave
Barcelona and thoroughly enjoyed the
experience of spending time immersed in
another culture.
A very good time was had by all.

A little bit of
Spanish culture
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Sports Day 2016

Give your views
on Parent View

Parent View gives you the chance to say
what you think about your son’s school.
By sharing your views, you’ll be helping
us to improve. You will also be able to
see what other parents have said about
Ark William Parker Academy. Visit
https://parentview.ofsted.gov.uk
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PTA
Parent Teacher
Association
If you are a parent or member of
staff at Ark William Parker
Academy and would like to join
the PTA please contact reception
on 01424 439888 or email
info@arkwilliamparker.org

Ark 6th Form
students embrace
university life!
Four Ark 6th Form students, (Hannah
Smith, History and Media; Hediya
Samedi, Law; Ollie Owen, Zoology;
Oliver Tattersfield, Computer Science,
Electrics and Robotics) had the
unique opportunity, during their time
in Year 12, to understand what being
at university and following a degree
course will really be like. 
All four were selected out of a strong
cohort of potential candidates to take
part in the Sussex Study Experience.
The programme challenged the
students to step out of their comfort
zones and engage in personal
development days, where  activities
(such as abseiling) were aimed at
enabling students to learn more
about themselves and to grow in
confidence. Saturday academic
sessions followed; these enabled the
students to complete subject specific
projects as well as going on trips that
enabled them to understand the
nature of their chosen courses more
thoroughly. 
The programme culminated in a
fantastic Graduation Ceremony,
where the students wearing gowns
and mortar boards, were able to
receive their certificates in front of
friends and family.
Ark 6th now looks forward to
encouraging our new Year 12s to
participate in this exciting
programme that we hope will be a
springboard to university.

1st - Saunders   2nd - Saxon   3rd - Parker   4th - Becket



On the last day of term, special
award assemblies were held to
celebrate the achievements of our
students over the year.  
Awards were presented to students
for outstanding effort in class and
their attendance. Head of Year
awards were presented to Liam
Banks, Milo Moody, Mohammed
Adi and Ryan Morrisey.
The assemblies have been a great
conclusion to the year and an
excellent way to celebrate the
outstanding achievements of so
many of our students.

A celebration of our students’ achievements

Ark William Parker Academy . Parkstone Road . Hastings . East Sussex . TN34 2NT . Tel. 01424 439888 . Fax. 01424 448292

www.arkwilliamparker.org
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Much to the delight of the academy
community, staff and students got
together to show off their musical
talent on the last day of term. 
Two concerts were held in the main
hall where the audience were
treated to a variety of musical
performances. Everyone had an
enjoyable time; they sang along to
some of the songs and gave plenty
of loud applause. 
The concerts were an excellent way
to end the school year.

End of term 
music concert


